
Librarians’ Meeting 

December 6, 2004 

Present: Steve Crandall, Pam Lakin, Bev Crowell, Gary Roberts, Laurie McFadden 

Librarians from both Scholes and Herrick will meet with the Task Force on Organization on 

December 13 th at noon. 

The question of how we handle our lost book searches arose through a suggestion box note. Bev 

and Steve outlined the current procedure. It’s more complicated this time of year as Rosalie is 

trying to bill students who have not yet returned overdue material. Those materials get labeled as 

“lost” on the system as a way to track them better. We can contact Rosalie if we have questions 

about books that we find marked as such. 

Access Services has made it a priority to re-evaluate this process. 

The reference desk computer will now be turned on in the mornings so that we can be sure of 

having access to a computer when helping with research questions. Our computers are now being 

used more since we’ve added the MS Office applications. 

Since the reference desk computer is not used much and is a brand-new machine, Steve will look 

into transferring it some place where it will be used more heavily, and put the older machine at 

the reference desk. 

The Public Relations Committee had postcards printed with the hours for both Herrick and 

Scholes Libraries. The two libraries will split the cost. The postcards will be put in student 

mailboxes in Powell at the beginning of the spring semester. 

The University is moving toward controlled printing (limiting how many free copies each 

student can print from University printers). This will affect how we set up our computers; 

starting in the Spring semester students will need to log in under their own accounts (we have 

been logging all computers into the library account each morning). We will need to log in 

community members and ask that they log out when they’re done. The controlled printing will 

need to be coordinated across campus for its implementation. Herrick is supposed to be a beta 

test site next semester to see how the program works. 

Pam asked how we would handle outside groups that use the library, especially high school 

classes. It was suggested that she have a specific educational services account. She can give out 

the password to a class for the day, then change the password the next day. 

Ebrary statistics are now available. Laurie will send out the link information so the other 

librarians can look at them. They will be routinely sent to Steve as he collects other database 

statistics. 

We discussed summer hours and how we’ll handle them this year with the loss of Toni and 

Frank. It’s possible that we could hire someone to help cover (Bev said she may be available), or 



the librarians could work an extra week or two. If not, Steve may need to cover when a librarian 

is not available. 

The next librarians’ meeting will be January 18, 2005 at 9:30 am. 

Minutes submitted by, 

Laurie 

 


